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We generalize the theorems of Helson-Szego and Helson-Sarason for matricial 
measures. We study two-weighted inequalities for the Hilbert transform in [0,2x] 
and in R and give a characterization for the positivity of the angle between past and 
future of multivariate weakly stationary stochastic processes, in the discrete and the 
continuous case. We also characterize the multivariate weakly stationary stochastic 
processes that are linearly completely regular and study the rate of convergence of 
the maximal correlation coefftcient. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The question concerning the positivity of the angle between past and 
future and the related problem concerning the complete regularity of a 
weakly stationary process were studied by several authors [9-13, 191 in 
the univariate case. The problem of the positivity of the angle between past 
and future is equivalent to that of the boundedness of the Hilbert trans- 
form, H, in the space L.*(p), where p is the spectral measure of the process 
and is answered by the theorem of Helson and Szego. The positivity of the 
angle between the past and the future is equivalent to the boundedness of 
H in a corresponding subspace of L*(p) and is answered by a theorem of 
Helson and Sarason. In recent papers [l&18] the positivity of the angle 
between past and future was studied also for the multivariate process. In 
[ 171 Pourahmadi gave a matricial variant of the Helson-Szegii theorem 
for bounded spectral densities in [0,2n], which however does not include 
the full “exponential” formula of Helson and Szego. In the present paper 
we extend the Pourahmadi result to a theorem of the Helson-Sarason 
form, for bounded matricial spectral measures p in [0,27r] as well as in R. 
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The main aim of this paper is to give new conditions for p to be the spec- 
tral measure of a process with positive angle between the past and the 
future, expressed in terms of the entries of the measure p through a con- 
structive exponential characterization of the Helson, Szego, and Sarason 
types. From this result we characterize the multivariate linearly completely 
regular stationary processes (this was done in the scalar and discrete case 
in [9] and in the scalar and continuous case in [S]). 
Let echo and ~h=o besuchthatr,JOasn-+coandr,JOast+co. 
Let p,(p) be the maximal correlation coefficient of a discrete process, in the 
scalar case Arocena, Cotlar, and Sadosky [4] proved that the theory of 
Weakly positive matrices can be used to obtain the theorems of Helson and 
Szegii and of Helson and Sarason with some refinements and gave some 
necessary conditions and other sufficient conditions for p,(p) = O(r,). In 
[13] Ibragimov gave some sufficient conditions for p,(p) = 0(t - R+ “I) 
where p,(p) is the maximal correlation coefficient of a continuous process, 
a is a real number, k is a positive integer, and the spectral density is 
expressed in terms of an analytic function of exponential type and a func- 
tion that has a kth derivative which satisfies a Holder’s type condition with 
exponent a; and in [S] we announced some necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for p,(p)= O(r,), answering in this way a problem stated by 
Ibragimov in a private communication. We also study the rate of con- 
vergence of the maximal correlation coefftcient for multivariate processes, 
giving necessary and sufficient conditions for p,(p) = U(r,) and for 
PAP) = w-r). 
We also give two weighted inequality results for the Hilbert transform in 
[0,27c] as well as in R (generalizing the results announced in [6,7] for the 
scalar case). Let us remark that in the case of R we deal with spaces dif- 
ferently than with those considered by Adams [l] or by Arocena, Cotlar, 
and Sadosky [4]. In fact they consider functions with vanishing moments, 
while here as in [S-7], we study functions whose Fourier transform 
vanishes in an interval and obtain a characterization of the 
Helson-Szegd-Sarason type. 
1. WEAKLY POSITIVE MATRICES OF MEASURES 
WITH MATRICIAL VALUES 
Let CqX4= {hermitian q x q matrices}. C,,, is a Hilbert space with 
scalar product <(A, B))4 = tr(AB*) = C$= I ajk& where A, BE CqX4, 
A = (uik) and B = (bik). We extend to C, x4 some definitions used in [4] for 
C, x i. This can also be seen as a particular case of the definitions given in 
[3] for operator valued measures. 
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Let Hi,& [0,2n]) = ( ma rices t (hik); where hikEH1([O, 27~1)) and 
~,X,KO~ 2x1)= {C,x,- valued finite Bore1 measures p in [O, 2a]>. 
Let (P~~)~,~= r,* an hermitian matrix, with paa E &I,,,( [0,27c]) for 
a, p = 1,2. We say that: 
(A/?Lp= 1,2 is positive if for all A c [0, 27~1, for all A,, A, E CqX4 
c, jl tX+&);Aj&~O. 
(&j?LJ= 1,2 is weakly positive if there exists HE Hi,& [0,27c]) such 
that (P~~)~,@= 1,2 + [ H:d.Y “,“I is positive. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let (pOB)a,B= 1,2 be an hermitian matrix with 
P,,~~,X,KO~ 27tlh 
Then 
(4 (A&,~= 1,2 is positive if and only if for all k,, k, E { 1, . . . . q}, 
&&kg)+ 1,2 is positive. 
(b) (P&B=~.~ is weakly positive if and only if for all 
k,, k2E (1, . . . . q), ((P~~)~,&,B= 1,2 is weakly positive. 
Proof: (a) ( t ) Let A,, A, E CqX4 with A, = (at) and A, = (a;,), for 
i,,k,,i2,k2E{l,..., q) let AXk, and A& be the matrices given by 
M&L = ai+, L, hk, and (A$Jmn = azk2 ki2 hk2, then 
and, since A, = Ct= r J&, Aymk, for a = 1,2, the result follows. 
683/31/?-9 
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(b) Follows immediately from (a). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let (paS)a,P=1,2 be an hermitian matrix with 
pzBc M,.,([O, 2711) for a, j?= 1,2, and (p,#B)E,B= 1,2 an hermitian matrix 
with P$EM~.I(CO,~~I) f or a, B = 1, 2. Let I, be the identity matrix in 
C 4x4. Zf there exist O<c<d< CO such that c.p$-Z4<pcls<d.pz-Z, for 
all a, /I = 1,2 then: 
(a) (PL,#B)+ 1,2 is positive if and only if (pu,8)rx,B = 1,2 is positive. 
(b) (P$)~,~ = ,,2 is weakly positive iff (pag)cr,p= 1,2 is weakly positive. 
Proof: (a) ( + ) Let k,, k2E { 1, . . . . q}, and A,, &EC. For all 
A,, Az~c~x~, 
In particular, for (AtJmn = A, 6,, dnk, with a = 1,2 we have 
( + 1 If b&p= 1.2 is positive then, for k= 1, . . . . q ((paa)kk)or,8=1,2 is 
positive, and so (FL,XB)~,~= ,,2 is positive. 
(b) ( + ) Suppose there is h E H’( [0,2x]) such that (&$)a,8= 1.2 + 
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Therefore (P,~),,~ = ,,* + Cc i. dX ‘. : ‘“1 is positive. 
(t ) The converse part of (b) is similar to the converse part of (a). In 
this paper we shall use the following notations: 
e,: [0,2n] + C, e,(x) = einx, 
i 
4: co, 27L1-+ c,,,; 
~(CvJ= &z+ cqxq 
4(x) = C, e,(x) i(n) 
is a sequence of finite support 
PI(C,,,)= {~~EP(C~~~); J(n)=0 for all n<O}, 
PZ(CllXq)= {dEP(CgX4); J(n)=0 for all n>,O) 
PcnJCqxq)= {4=enh+ti2 for ~1EP1(C4x4);~2EP2(C~x~)}, 
for n 2 0. 
Let p E M, x & [0,27r]) be fixed, we define 
Li( [O, 27r], p) = #: [O; 27r]-+ C, X 4 such that 
s 
2a 
d(t) dp(t) #*(I) exists 
0 
where (using Rosenberg’s definition, see [21]): 
By a theorem of Rosenberg and Rozanov, Lt([O, 27r], p) is complete 
under the inner product ((4, Ifi)), = tr jF 4 dp ** (cf. [21]). 
Let PEM~~~(CO, hl) then P(C,.,)=L~(CO, 27~1, PU). 
Let (P~&,~= 1,2 be an hermitian matrix with pas EM,. & [0,2n]) for 
a,j=l,2. Let 
pRomsmoi4 1.3. Let (P,~)~,~=~,~ be an hermitian matrix with 
,LQEM~~~([O, 27c])for a,/?= 1,2. Then: 
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(4 (A~)+ 1,2 is positive if and only if 
M,(h;42)80 for all WI, 42)EP(Cqxq)xP(Cqxq). 
(b) (A~)+ 1.2 is weakly positive if and only if 
M,(h~4~)20 for all (~~,~~)EPI(C,,.~)~P~(C~,~). 
Proof: Use that this is known for the unidimensional case (see [4]). 
2. EXTENSION OF THE HELSON-SARASON THEOREM 
IN THE DISCRETE CASE 
Let p, v E M, Xy-( [0,2x]) be positive. Let H be the Hilbert transform 
defined linearly in P( C, x 4) by 
H(d)= -id ifdEP1(Cgxy) and H(d)= +iq5 if ~EP~(C,.,). 
So that if ~EP~,,(C,,.~), d=e,d,+& with ~l~P,(C,,,) and 
&EP~(C~.,) then H(4)= -ie,til+iq&. 
For aa 1, let 
~,,,(CO,~~I,~,~)={(~;V)~~~.~(CO,~~I)~~,.,([O,~~I);~~O~; 
v 2 0 such that for all 4 E P,,,( C, x 4) 
tr j? WWAW) *<aatrjF4dv4*}. 
We consider the problem of characterizing the elements of R, x & [0,2x], n, a). 
This can be reformulated as a prediction theory problem. Let (Q, A, P) 
be a probability space. Let (X,JnoZ be a q-variated weakly stationary 
process, that is, X, = (X,CI,, . . . . xn(q)), xn(j) E L (%A, P) for J = 1, -, 
the covariance depends only on n - m: r,- m =;E(X.(i)X,,,I)). .= ___ ’ ‘YE 
Herglotz theorem (see [15]) assures the existence of the spec$ai’n&sure 
of the process p E M,, & [0,2n]), which is positive hermitian. The maximal 
correlation coefficient of the process (X,),, Z is: 
The problem is to characterize the p E M,. & [0,27c]) such that p,(p) < r 
for some r c (0, 1). 
We can define this coefficient p,(,u) for any PE M,,,([O, 2x1). 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Lefa>1,nB0undy,vEh4,.,([0,27E]),~t0,v~0, 





The following properties are equivalent: 
(a) (P, v) E R,,,(CO, 2nl,n, a). 
(b) (CL.,&= 1,~ is weakly positive. 
If p=v and 
U-l 
r=- then ,umB= 
a+1 
and conditions (a) and (b) are also equivalent to 
(4 d4 G r. 
In this case p is absolutely continuous. 
Proof: The equivalence between (a), (b), and (c) is proved as in the 





a+1 1 -=-* 
2Ji Jr7 
If p = v then for every k, jE { 1, . . . . q}, [ ‘(“,:‘,t! ‘(:;$I is weakly positive, so by 
the lifting theorem (see [4]) there is hkjE H’([O, 2711) such that for all 
A = CO, 2x1, 
(a + 1) en&A) + J htJX) dx ’ G (a - 1)’ PM(A) &A). A 
If A is a set of Lebesgue measure zero, then 
I (a + 1) ,+dA )I 2 G (a - 1)’ PEA) PM@ ), 
so /A,J A) < - ,u,JA ) and ,ukk(A ) = 0. Thus pkj(A) = 0. We finish the proof. 
We shall say that g is a Helson-Sarason function of type n if there exist 
real bounded functions u and v with llvll m < n/2 and an analytic polyno- 
mial P of degree <n, such that g(x) = IP( exp(u(x) + v”(x)) (see [93). 
If we let g(x)= Ih(x)l eUCX), where hEH’([O, 2x]) and v(x)= 
-arg(e_,(x)h(x)) with ljvllco <x/2, then g is a Helson-Sarason function of 
We n (se C41). 
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Let V(r) = arc sin r < 7r/2 and 
U(r, u) = arc cash for [VI < V(r). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (z~~)~,~= 1,2, where zm8 E L’( [0,27r]) such that: 
(i) zi,(x) > 0 a.e., z&x) > 0 a.e. and z12(x) = zZI(x) a.e. 
(ii) 0 < vGZEG< lz12b)l 0-e. 
Let n be a nonnegative integer. We shall call z(x) = ziz(x) e-,(x) and 
q=z,,lJG. Th e o f 11 owing conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Z= (z&x) dx),,= 1,2 is weakly positive, 
(b) There exist a function g(x) = [h(x)1 eUCX), where h E H’( [0,27c]) 
such that 
and for u(x) = - arg(e-,(x)/z(x) e-iX.arg”(“)), 
If there exist N such that z(x) = Iz(x)l eN(x) then g is a Helson-Sarason 
function of type n + N. 
Proof If Z is weakly positive, then from the lifting theorem (see [4]) 
there exist h E H’( [0,27r]) and d(x) = e_,(x)h(x)e-~x‘“‘g’(“) such that 
02 lz,,12-2Re(/EJ+ lh12-z11~22 
=M2-1)w22- 2lql(Re 4) -\/1211222+ 141”. 
Let u = -arg 4, U(X) = log(,/‘G ,/m/I&) and 
I41 
Zk=JjpT 
exp((-l)*arccosh(Jg)) for k=1,2 
then z1 < Jz11z22 <z,; that is, 
Gly)i <arccosh(I~~~v(:)). 
And I Iz12(x)I e,(x) e ix’argz(x) - h(x)1 < ,,/m: therefore 
I I41 - fp/J&zl < 1. 
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We have u= -arg(#,/K). Thus IuJ <7c/2 and sinlul < l/lql. 
The sufficiency follows in a similar way. If there exist N such that 
z(x) = Iz(x)l eN(x) then u(x) = -arg(e_,_,(x)h(x)). Applying the lemmas 
of [4] we obtain the characterization. 
An answer for our problem is given by the next result, which is a 
generalization of the theorem of Helson and Sarason (see [9]) in a form 
similar to the extension given by Pourahmadi (see [17, 143). This result 
characterizes only the bounding measure p# and not the measure p. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let a>l, n>O, r=(a-l)/(a+l), ,u~M~~~([O,27z]), 
and~X~M1x1([0,2n]),~~O,~~~O.Ifthereexistc,d~R,O~c~d~co 
such that c.p# .Z,<p<d# .Z4, then the following properties are 
equivalent: 
(4 bu, P)ER~~~(CO, 2~1, n, a). (b) P,(P) 6 r. 
(c) (P”, P#) E Rl x ltCO, 2711, n, ~1. td) P,h##)<r. 
(e) dp#(x) = w(x) dx, where w = Ih(x)l e@)= IPI2 exp(u + v”) is a 
He&on-Surmon function of type n with h E H ‘( [O, 2x1) and u(x) = 
- arg(e-,(x)h(x)) such that 
lbll m G V(r) < 42 and Iul < U(r, u). 
Proof. From Propositions 1.2 and 2.1, we prove part of the result using 
CAB = ew - a) (u+(-l)18-~I+l JCL 
2J;; 




for tl, b = 1, 2. 
The rest of theorem follows from the unidimensional theorem of Helson 
and Sarason in the form given by Arocena, Cotlar, and Sadosky, see [4]. 
The next result is also a matricial extension of the theorem of Helson 
and Sarason. 
In the rest of the paper w  and y will always be: 
wc[ 2: II! :;;I, j;i; 111 111 
and p = p, + w(x) dx, where p(s is the singular part of p with respect to 
Lebesgue measure. 
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THEOREM 2.4.(I) Leta~1,n~O,r=(a-l)/(a+1),~~M~~~([O,2~]), 




Zf r&(x) < 1 then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(4 (14 P) E ~,x,tCO~ 2~1, n, ~1. 
(b) p,@L) < r. 
(c) dp = w(x) dx and for all k, je { 1, . . . . q} there exist functions 
gkj(x) = Ihkj(X)l eudx), where hkjE H’( [0,27t]) such that: 
(i) w&x) = g&(x) and it is a Helson-Sarason function of type n. 
tii) Iwkj(x)l = Jtl - r2)(gkj(X))2 + r2gkk(X) g,(x). 
(iii) Let vkj(x) = - arg(ep,(x)hkj(x)e-‘X’“‘~“k~(“)); then 
l”kj(x)I c u(rkj(x), vkj(x)) and Ivkj(x)l G v(rkj(x)) < n/2- 
I f  wkj(x) = Iwkj(x)l eixNk’ for a positive integer Nkj then gkj is a Helson- 
Sarason function of type n + Nkj. 
( I I )  Let a>l, na0, p,v~M~~~([O,27r]), ~20, v>O, dp=w(x)dx, 
and dv = y(x) dx. Let 
Zf roCki < 1 then the following properties are equivalent: 
(alI t~~v)~~~~~tCO, 2711,4 a). 
(b,) For all k, je (1, . . . . q} there exist functions gkj(x) = Ihkj(x)l e”v@), 
where hkjE H’( [0,27c]) such that: 
(i) dm= gkk( ) d ‘t x an t is a Helson-Sarason function of 
type n. 
(ii) l”Ykj(x) + wkj(x)I 
=J4a(gkj(x))2 + (aYkk(x)- wkk(x))(uY~(x)-W~(x)). 
(iii) Let v@(x) = - arg(e-,(x)h(x) e- ice aQX(aj’&j(.~) f Wk,(X))); then 
l”kj(x)l G Utr,:kj(xh vkj(x)) 
and 
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If"Ykj(x) + wkj(x) = l"Ykjtx) + wkj(x)I e iXNki for a positive integer Nkj then gkj 
is a Helson-Sarason function of type n + N,. 
ProoJ We shall only prove part (II), part (I) follows in a similar way. 
From Propositions 2.1 and 1.1, we have that (al) is equivalent to the state- 
ment that the 2 x 2 matrix, 
e .(p-,,(xb~,c,k,b) + (- 1)“-“’ + ’ wk&x)) dx 
2J;; > a,fi= I,2 
is weakly positive for every k,, k2 E (1, . . . . q}. By Proposition 2.2 for 
every k, Jo { 1, . . . . q} there exist functions gkj(x) = Ihkj(x)l eUkjCX) with 
hkjE H’( [0,2n]) such that 




(“Ykj(x) + wkj(x)) e,(x) 
&Ykk(x) - Wkk(X))(uyji(x) - w,(x)) 
and vkj(x) = - arg(e_.(x) hkj(x) e-iX.arg(uykJx)+ wg(X))) satisfy the inequalities 
and 
If k = j, then 
hkktX)I = 
%,(x) + Wkk(X) _ 1 
uYkk(x) - Wkk(X) ra;kk(X) 
Thus 
, ,m = ,,w aykk’;~kk(x)) = gkktx) 
a 
and 
So we have the first part. 
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For every k, j, 
Iqkj(x)l = 
l"Ykj(x) + wkj(x)I 
&Ykk(X) - Wkk(XM~Y,jW - w,(x)) 
and SO gkj = (1/2 &) (aykj + wkjl* - (ay,, - w,,)(ayii - Wj). Therefore, 
laykj + wkjl = k(gkj)* + (ay,, - w,,)(a&j - W,), and the proof that U, 
implies 6, is finished. That b, implies a, is similarly a consequence of 
Propositions 1.1, 2.1, and 2.2. 
The process (X,), E Z is said to be linearly completely regular if 
lim, -+ oo P,(P) = 0. 
The following theorem characterizes some q-variate linearly completely 
regular discrete processes and generalizes another theorem of Helson and 
Sarason (see [9]). 
For any p E M, x & [0,271-J), positive p = ps + w(x) dx, let 





THEOREM 2.5. Let ~EM~.,([O, 2x]), ~30, p=pS+ w(x) dx. Zf 
0 < m, < M, -C 00, then the following properties are equivalent: 
(4 lim,+, P,(P)=O 
(b) For every E > 0, there exist n > 0 and r, c l/M, such that for every 
r<r,, for k, jE (1, . . . . q} there exist functions gdj = lhekjl euM, where 
h,, E H ‘( [0, 2711) that Satisfy w&x) = g&(x) and it iS U Helson-Suruson 
function of type n, 
1 wkj(x)l = Ju - r2)(&?ekj(X))2 + r2gEkk(X) &,&) 
and 
I/“ckjll 00 + llvEkjll a, <&v 
where v,&(x) = - arg(e-,(x)h,kj(x) e-ix’arg wkJ(X)). 
In this case we also have that w,,.(x) = lim,,, g&x). If w&(x) = 
1 wkj(x)I eiXNb for a positive integer Nkj then gkj is a Helson-Sarason 
function of type n + Nkj. 
ProoJ ( + ) Given E > 0, there exists rs E (0, 1) such that for all r < rs 
arccosh(4&)<i, arcsin(rM,)<i, r<&. 
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Let 
then rki(x) < r. M, < 1. 
By hypothesis, there exists n such that p,(p) < r. From Theorem 2.4, for 
every k, je (1, . . . . q), wkj has the required representation and 
Itd,kj(x)I <arc cash 
l”&j(X)l <arc sin rkj(x) < 5. 
Then 
Iv&j(x)1 d arc sin (rM,) <i. 
(t) Forr>O,let 
r ,(x) = r JWkkfX) w,(x) 
kJ 
Iwkj(x)l ’ 
then rmr < rkj(x) < rM,. As 
there is 6 > 0 such that 
arccosh(Js)>$>O if 1x1~6. 
Let s = min(6; L/2} then 
And E < arc sin (rm,), (when defining arc cash we take cos E > Jm). 
There is n >O and r,< 1/M, such that for every r < rE and 
k Jo (1, . . . . q), wkj has the representation and IInEkjll a, + IIuEkjll m < E. There- 
fore ((uckj(( co c E <arc sin(rm,) < arc sin rki(x) and 
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1 uekjl < E < arc cash 
(.&) 
< arc cash 
cos 0, 
> JmJs’ 
By Theorem 2.4, p,(p) < r. The result follows because p,(p) decreases. 
The following result was announced in [S] for the continuous uni- 
dimensional case. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let {r,},,,c(O,l)withlim,,, r,=0,p~EMqxq([0,2z]), 
p > 0, p = p, + w(x) dx, zf 0 cm, < M, < 00. Then the following properties 
are equivalent: 
(a) d4 = ~(rA n -+ 00. 
(b) There exist s and n,>O such that for every n ano, for 
k, Jo { 1, . . . . q} there exist functions gnkj = Ih,kj(x)l e+@), where 
hnkiE H’( [0, 27~1) such that: 
wkk(x) = g,,,(x) and it is a Helson-Sarason function of type n, 
Iwkj(x)I = JC1 - (srn)2)(gnkj(X))2 + b-J2 g,kk(X) gH,y(X)y 
and Cash IUnkjl - 1 = O(ri), n-bco, 
cos v&j 
where v&(x) = - arg(e-.(x) hnkj(x) e-ir.arg Wb(X)). 
In this case we also have wkj(x) = lim, _ m g&x). 
If wkj(x) = Iwkj(x)l eixNkJ for a positive integer Nkj then gkj is a Helson- 
Sarason function of type n + N,. 
Proof: Let 
rnkj(X) = r, 
Iwkj(x)l ’ 
then r,m, < rnkj(x) < rnMB a.e. 
(a) + (b) There exist c 6 > 0 such that if 0 <x -C 6, then arc sin x < cx. 
If 0 < x2 < l/2 then l/,/m < 1 + x2. 
There exist s and n, such that if n B n,, then p,(p) < sr, < l/M,, thus 
srnkj(x) < 1. By Theorem 2.4 for every k, Jo { 1, . . . . q} wkj has the required 
representation, with 
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Thus 
Iunkj(x)I 6 arc cash 
Iu,kj(x)I <arc sin(sr,,(x)) <I. 
Iunkj(x)I <arc cash (;$$9 
Iv&j(X)1 < arc sin(sr,M,) < :. 
But there is n2 such that if n > n2 then sr,Mp < 6 and sr,Mp < l/,,b. 
Let n, = maxin,, n2} then for each n an,,, 
coshl unkjl < 
cos vnkj 1 d& 
< 1 + s2+4;, Iunkj(x) I G CS’nMp. 
(b) + (a) For every XE R, 1 +x2< l/J-. There exist 1>0, 
6 E (0, 1) such that if 0 c x < 6, then Ix < arc sin x. 
There exist c, s, and n, such that if n B no, for every k, in ( 1, . . . . q), wkj 
has the representation expressed in terms of s, 
llVnkjll 00 6 cyn~ 
COShlUnkjl - 1 < c2r2 
cos v&j 1 It* 
As cr, -+ 0, we can take c such that cMJm,A < 1 and $ CM&V, < 1. 
There exist n r such that if n > n, , cr,/l < 6. 
Let N= maxino, n,}; then for every n 2 N, 
Iunkj(x)I < cr, <arc sin((c/l) r,) < arc sin((c/m,l) rnkj(x)). And 
COShlU,kj(X)l < (1 + C2rz) COS u&j(x) 
< 
COS unkj(x) 
Jl - 2c2(r,kj(x)/m,)2’ 
Let d=max{c/m,l; fi c/m,}; then drnkj(x) < 1. So 
Iu,&,x)l d arc sin(dr+(x)) and 
Iunkj(x)J 6 arc cash 
COS vnkj(x) 
> 1 - d2(r,kj(x))2 ’ 
By Theorem 2.4, for each n >, n,, p,(p) < dr,. 
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3. EXTENSION OF THE HELSON-SARASON THEOREM 
IN THE CONTINUOUS CASE 
All done before for positive and weakly positive measures in [0,2x] can 
be done in R, considering instead of the spaces P(C,, q), P,(C,, q), 




4(x) = C, e,(x) 6(t) and 
4 x y is a function of finite support 
E1(Cqx,)= {~EE(C~.~); &t)=Oforevery t<O}, 
E2(Cyxq)= {~SEE(C~~~); &t)=Oforevery t>O}, and 
E&Cqxq)= {~=e,~l+~2for~lEEl(Cqxq);~2EE2(CIx4)}, for t>O. 
In this paper we shall also use the following notation: 
I,: R-+R, I&) =x, 
and for t 3 0, 
EdC,V) = 
e,h 42 
f= (1, + i)b/2 + (1, _ j)b/2 
for 41~ElWqxq); 4z~E2G,xg) . I 
For Cl x 1 these spaces have been used in [2,6,7]. 
A measure p in R, with values in C,, 4 is tempered of order less than or 
equal to b if p/(x2 + 1)“’ is a finite measure. Let 
M:.,(R)= i&q- valued tempered Bore1 measures ,U in R 
of order less than or equal to b}. 
If ,uEM~~~(R) then E,,,,(C,,,)cL~(R, p) for all t30. 
Let p, v E Mix&R) be positive. Let H be the Hilbert transform defined in 
EdCgxq) by 
41 42 
H(f) = --ie, (1, + q/2 + i (z, _ $,2 
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$1 $2 
f= er (1, + iy2 + (1, _ i)b/Z 
For a 2 1, let 
R~,,(R,t,a)={(~;v)~M~,~(R)xM~.,(R);~u00;v~o; 
such that tr fYYa (Hf) &(Hf)* < c1 tr JEm f&f* 
for allf+tdC,.,)~. 
We consider the problem of characterizing the elements of Ri x ,(R, t, a). 
Let (52, A, P) be a probability space. Let (Xl)lcR be a q-variate weakly 
stationary process, that is, A’, = (Xl(,), . . . . XtC4,) XICj, E L2(Q, A, P) for 
j= 1, . . . . q and the covariance depends only of t-s: Tr-, = 
E(X,Ci,XS,j,))i,j= ,,...,q. The Bochner theorem assures the existence of the 
spectral measure of the process p E M” 4x,(R), which is positive hermitian. 
The maximal correlation coefficient of the process (A’,),, R is 
P,(P)= sup I<etfl;f2>J 
fiEEI(C~x~);f2EEZ(Cpxy) 
<<li;fl>>p= <fz;h>p= 1 
Let ~1 E Mu.,, positive. Let p&) the cosine of the angle between 
er&dCyxq) and E2;dCqx,), 
P,;&)= sup I@,fl;f2>~l. 
flEE1;b(CPxl):/2EE2~,(Cyxq) 
<<t-l rfi >>p = <<fz;fz>p = I 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let u > 1 and t > 0. Let p, v E Mix,(R), p 2 0, v > 0, 





Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(a) (P, VI E Ri,,(R, t, a). 
(b) (~,pL,p= 1.2 is weakly positive. 
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Zflu=vandr=(a-l)/(a+l) then 
for a, /I = 1,2 and conditions (a) and (b) are also equivalent to 
(4 h,bW G r. 
In this case p is absolutely continuous. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (z,~)~,~= i,z, where z~~/(x’ + I)“” E L’(R) be such 
that 
(i) zI1(x) > 0 a.e., z**(x) > 0 a.e., and zIz(x) = z*,(x) a.e. 
(ii) 0 < JGZJZZ < Iz~~(x)l at. 
Let t be a nonnegative real number; we shall call z(x) = zlz(x) e_,(x) and 
q = z,~/,/&&. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(4 z,= zor&) dx 
> (~+(-l)~-‘i)~‘*(x+(-l)~i)~‘~ a,6=l,2 
is weakly positive. 
where hEH’(R) and v(x)= -arg((x+i)be-,(x)h(x)ePiX~a’gZ(x)) satisfy 
/u(x)1 Gu(&; v(x)) and Iv(x)1 G V(A). 
Proof If Z, is weakly positive, then from the lifting theorem there 
exists h E H’(R) and 4(x) = (x + i)b eJx)h(x) e-ix’argz(x) such that 
Then 0 2 (lql*- 1) z11z22 - 2lq((Red),/G+ 141’ a.e. If we call 
v= -argd and 




&JqJij=;g& [h(x)1 fex). 
9x 
And 
The proof is finished in the same way as in the discrete case. 
A first answer to the stated problem is given by the next result, which is 
an extension to R of the generalizations given before of the theorem of 
Pourahmadi cf. [ 171. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let a>l, t>O, r=(a-l)/(a+l); ,uEM~~~(R), and 
~L#~M~.1(R),~LO,~L#~O.Ifthereexistc,d~R,O<c<d<cosuch that 
c+P.I,<p<d-p # . Z, then the following properties are equivalent: 
(4 kL, 14 E R&#, 6 4. lb) P,,&) G r. 
(cl bL#, cl+) E Rfx ,(R, 6 a). (4 pt.6(P%r. 
(e) dp#(x) = (x2 + l)b’2 /h(x)1 eUCX) dx, where h E H’(R) and v(x) = 
- arg((x + i)b e-,(x)h(x)) satisfy 
and I4 < U(r, v). 
We give a constructive characterization of the exponential 
Helson-Szego-Sarason type, for the continuous case. 
THFDREM 3.4. (I) Let a>l, t>O, r=(a-l)/(a+l), ~EE~~&R), 




if r&(x) < 1 then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) (CL, P) E Rix4(R t, a). 
(b) Pt,&) G r. 
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(c) dp = w(x) dx and for all k, Jo { 1, . . . . q} there exist functions 
gkj(x) = (x’ + l)b’2 Ihkj(x)l eukcx) where hkjE H’(R) such that: 
0) wd-4 = is&). 
(ii) Iwkj(x)l = J(l - r2)(gkj(X))2 + r*gkk(X) gj(X). 
(iii) Let ukj(x) = - arg((x+ i)” e-,(x) hkj(x) e-ix~argwk+)); then 
I"/cjtx)I d U(r/cj(x)3 ukj(x)) 
and 
Ivkj(x)l G v(r/cj(x)) d n/2. 
(II) Let a > 1, t 20, and p, VE M:,,(R) positive, dp = w(x) dx, and 
dv = y(x) dx. Let 
r,,kj(X) = J(a.b.(x) - wkk(x)k&) - w,#)) 
laYkj(X) + WkjJI(X)I ’ 
if raikj(x) < 1; then the following properties are equivalent: 
(aI) (14 v)ER~.,(R, t, a). 
(b,) For every k, jc (1, ,,,, 
(x2 + l)b’2 Ihkj(x)l euklCX’, 
q} there exist functions gkj, gkj(x) = 
where h, E H’(R) such that 
0) Jm = e&). 
(ii) l”Ykj(x) + wkj(x)I 
= J44gkj(X))’ + (aydx) - Wkk(X))(aYjj(X) - W,y(X)). 
(iii) Let v,~(x)= -arg((x+i)be-,(x) hkj(x) e-iX’a’g(uY’yk,(x)+w~j(x))); 
then 
and 
Proof From Proposition 3.1 and a result similar to Proposition 1.1, 
but for R, it follows that (al) is equivalent to 
( 
e ,(~-.,(x)(~Y,~~,&) + (- 1)“-“I+’ ww&)) dx 
2 J;E (x + (-l)‘- ’ i)b’2 (x + (- 1)8 i)“* > r,fl= I,2 
is weakly positive for every k, k, E { 1, . . . . q}. 
So, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, part (II) of the theorem 
follows from Proposition 3.2. The proof of part (I) is similar. 
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For any p E kfi x ,(R) positive, let M, and m, be as before. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let ~EM~.&R), ~20, p=pS+ w(x) dx, if O<m,< 
M, < 00. Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(a) lim,-, P,;~(PU)=Q 
(b) For every E > 0, there exist t >0 and ra < I/M, such that for all 
r<r,, for k,jc (1, . . . . q} there exist functions gekj(x) = (x2 + l)b’2 Ih,kj(x)l 
e”“@), where h,, E H’(R) that satisfy: 
IWkj(X)l = J(l - r2)(g,kj(X))2 + r2g,k&) gejj(x)v 
and 
IIu.ckjII m + IIVEkjII m < 4 
where vekj(x) = - arg((x + i)” e-,(x) hakj(x) e-iX’arg ‘!‘!+I@)). In this case we 
also have that w,,.(x) = lim, _ 0 gekj(x). 
This theorem follows similarly to Theorem 2.5 and characterizes some 
q-variate linearly completely regular continuous processes, that is, the 
processes with lim, _ o. p,(p) = 0. The last and next theorem generalizes the 
unidimensional results announced in [ 51. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let {rr}r>OC(O, 1) with lim,,, rl=O. Let ~EM~.&R), 
~20, ~=,a~+ w(x) dx, and if O<m,dM,< 00. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) Pr.b(flL) = WA t + 00. 
(b) There exist s and toa 0 such that for all t 2 to, for k, jrz (1, . . . . q} 
there exist functions grkj(x) = (x2 + l)b’2 Ih,kj(x)l e”lklCX), hlkjE H’(R), such 
that 
v&b) = gdc/c(x) 
Iw/cj(x)I = JC1 - b+,J2) (gt/cj(x))2 + (srtJ2 gtkk(X) gtfl(X), 
Ihjll a = O(r,), t + 00 and coshl utkjl cos V&j - 1 = O(rf), t + 30, 
where vtkj(x) = - arg((x + i)b emt(x)hIkj(x) e-iX’argwk~(x)). In this case we 
also have wkj(x) = lim, _ o. grkj(x) = 0. 
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